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PADUCAH CYCLE I
CLUB BUSINESS
.

COSTLY

BLAZE.

Dytusburg, Ky., Had Business Section Badly Devastated.

,.......

SOCIETY'S
RE--UNE/MIT
FIRST CASE
VitILIFFE

Yesterday morning fire destroyed
about $35,000 worth of property at
Dycusburg, Ky.,•which is . about 6o
miles above this city on the Cumberland river.
The main losers
were:
Mn. J. H. Clifton, residence, contents and storehouses, 16.000: Brazier & Campbell, stock, insurance ii,300, loss, $4,5013; Brown & Deulton,
stock and building, $7,000; Cassady's
Tobacco factory, $3,00o; Sam Cassady's residence, shop and out-buildings, $5,oco; Bud Wallington, resiOSBORNE WAS GRANTED A dcnce
and t contents, $tpoo; 011ie CITY PHYSICIAN BELIEVES
GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Simmons, residence, goo; H. S.
NEW TRIAL OF THE DAMCassady's cooper shop, $ise; G. A. , MAJOR ELLITHOPPE CAN
AGE
PICNIC OF LAST EVENING
SUIT
A.04.4148T
Decker's stabk, koo; Vacant house,
BID
RELEASED FROM
WAS AN ENJOYABLE
MOORE AND BAKER.
$200; Griffith dr Wells, warehouse,
JAIL TODAY.
ism
AFFAIR.

The Stockholders Pay $5
For Each Share
Owned
WIND

UP

THE

Ed Scott, Colored, Arrested Mrs. Clara Burnett Gulley
By Humane Society
and Emmet Burnett
Officer
Married

BUSINESS

NOLLOIDAY HARNESS STOLEN MET AT WICKLI
FFE, KENTUCKY

'Ilse Defendants' Motion Far a New,
Thal Overruled in Snit of
Carnival
vs.
Spicer
Association.

MINI UP
PRELIMINARIES

Complaints Being Heard From the
Reception
Tendered Rev. Calvin
Moonlight Dances Given on
Thornpaon This Evening at
Banks of
Island
First Baptist Church by
Creek.
Congregation.

VOL 23, NO 2t
FIRST PICNIC.

TEACHERS
I WERE DROPPED

Medical Society Holds First Gather- * FOUR
ing Second Wednesday in June.

Dr. Holland, chairman of the corn-,
mittee on arrangements for the McCracken County medical society, has ,
prepared for the gatherings to be
held out in the country during the '
summer months by the organization.
The first meeting will be the second
Werleeedav ie .Tee- et Met-eeolis
Lanifinig, and i u.:;..eg be ia
nature of a picnic.
The Academy of Medicine, the I
newly organized medical society,
wants to hold its meetings weekly I
in the basement of the library building, and had their application in be- SUPT LIES AT
WORK UPON
fore the library trustees at Tuesday
THE
LIST OF QUESTIONS
nights' sessiop of that body, but
quorum not being present, the matTO BE COPIED FOR
ter was left over for the time
TEACHERS.

This Was Done By the
Committee Which
Sel -..•cted List

THREE OLD ONES DID NOT APPLY

BROTHERHOOD
OF ENGINEERS

Today Is the Last For the Students
to Study, With Exception of
the
First Three

Grades.
In the circuit court yesterday a
ENGINEER
HOLMES
MADE
Edward Scott, colored, will be the
many friends will greet with much
judgment was rendered . in the suit
MR. JOSEPH RANDALL UPON
Dr. J. S. Troutman, chairman of
hrst
person prosecuted
TOUR
the pleasure the
OF
by
CITY'S
POW.of The Register Nlewspaper eompakry,
inearma
,tion
that
)e5-1
the school committee of the board of
Humane society of this city. Scutt krdiay
ARRAN
GEMEN
TS
COMiefternoon Ise Wioldiffi, Ky.,
ItfitHOUSE.
-against the Paducah ''eytle dub,
education, yesterday morning anwas warranted yesterdai in the police there was
united ire marriage Mrs.
MITTEE.
nounced that the evening before his
stockho
wherein the
lders of the club
court of Judge Sanders and his case Clara Burnett
Culley of this city and
commit
tee held their meeting and
comes
th's
morning for trial.
up
ere directed to pay into court, $5 for
MT. Eanniett Atenseitt, of Dallas,
Finance Committee
Meets
this
selecte
d
the teachers who are to be
Thomas
Mr.
Sanders
investi,
the
Texas. The news is the source of Carmen Did
.every share of stock they own. The
Noritssch Agreement employed for the schools, commen
Evening to Check Over Accounts
gating officer for the society, had it much delight to
cmany
club was composed some years ago
interested
ing the second Monday of next
reported to him by Mr. Cook Hus- friend& who wish
With Joseph alallhr at Jackson—
—Work
Resume
on
Sidewal
d
ks.
for
the
happy
.of a number of bicyclists in this
September. He said they could not
bands, member of the organization, couple a long and happy
career. The
Railemid Miran.
give out the selections they had
city, and the suit was brought by'
that Scott had beaten his horse very ceremony was performed
at the Warmade before submitting them to the
cruelly with a club while driving him den hotel in Wickliff by the
The Register simply to wind up the
ChrisMr. John W. Holmes. chief engifull
board next Thesday night for
along
the
public
thoroughfare. The tian chterch minister of that citty, ;n
.business of the club. Judgment tor neer for the waterwols, has made a
former immediately started an inves- the tireisence of sips bribe's lister, A copy of the "Locomotive Engi- ratification at the monthly gathering
1247.ost was given against the club tour of inspection over the city's
tigation and found enough to base Mrs. Lillie Rieke Boyd. and several neer" arriving here yesterday from of the body. He slated, however,
members for different creditors, and electric light powerhouse and noted the warrant upon, and accordingly friend&
Memphis shows the election
of that they did put in *even new teachthe stockholders bear their propor- down what machinery is operated had it issued.
officers by the Beotherhood of ers, three of whorn take the places
By pre-arrangement the couple met Locomotive Engineera' convention of the three old teacher
. tiouate part of the debt.
Master there. He has been employed by the 'Scott drives the wagon for Bowers
s who did
Commissioner Cecil Reedwasordered public authorities to draw plans for & Woolfolk, poultry and commission at Wickliff, Mr. Burnett coming up at that place. among the list of not,sopply foe their places„ and who
to collect the money from the stock- enlargments of the powerhouse, and dealers of South Second street. and. from the *loft while yesterday committeemen on arrangements is it is thought are preparing to get
morning Mrs. Cullerher five year seen the name of Mr. Joe Randall, married
now commences getting up the necesholders.
. This left four of the old
will be prosecuted this morning in
1 In the suit of Max Nahm and Joe sary documents, which will outline court by Hon. Hal S. Corbett, legal old non and her sister, Ws Lillie the prominent engineer Of the Illi- teachers to be dropped, they having
Rieke Boyd and the batter's little boy, nois Central of this city. The
Friedman against Wm. Katterjohn, what mechanism is needed to in- advisor for the humane
con- each applied for , their positions, and
society.
left lipaa Ant Wickliffe by way OF vention ia. tbe.aaa liming
an answer was filed by defendant. crease the plant's capacity sufficiently
-hold ba new muss were pat in their places.
Cairo. Immediately on arriving at delegates from all the
Nahm & Friedman own flak building to furnish current for 2oo street
entire United
It is needless to say the teachers
Harness Stolen.
that city the ceremony was perform- States and Canada.
' at s us Broadway, and gave Katter- corner arc lights. It will take him
are
upon the anitious bench, nervous
Dr. George Holliday, druggist at, edasJ$s, happy couple therebYi The "Locomotive Engine
john thc contract to pat on another a week or two to finish the underer" is the to know who is to be without a
re
-united
.
story. The Register occupied the taking, as he has to devote some of the John Oehlschlaeger pharmacy al
;official organ of the brotherhood for job next year.
,
t
place at the time and the plant was his time to his regular duties et the Sixth and Broadway, reported to
theieit
he convention.
Mk.
Chief Collins yesterday that the night son, arid Mrs. Burnett and
ru-ined by rain while the roof was water plant.
',:ft in the afternoon for ColumSeveral Heeds** Copies. .4
before Someone entered their stable bus,
•off. The newspaper got judgment
Miss., for a week's visit, and
No
Agreem
ent
Reache
•
d.
8
..
behind the Holliday residence on then
Supt. Lieb yesterday corenienced
Finance Committee.
for several thousand dollars against
front there they go to Dallas
Mr. Quincey Wallace, of the 1. C. work of making out
South Sixth near Jackson, and stole to take up
Nahm & Friedman. *ad the latter
the many copies
their home. Mrs. Boyd railway carmen
Th's evening the finllince committee a set of tine
of this city returned of the list of questiome frohi
buggy harness.
now sue Katterjohn to recover on of the
and
sort
returne
which
d
Some
last evening. yesterday morning from
council and aldermanic boards,
Jackson, the scholars will be
the ground that he was responsible will meet
Mrs. Barnett is one of the most
arained
next
at the offioe of City
Major Doing Fins.
for the roof being
beautiful young matrons of western Tenn., where the carmen's committee week before closing, of the schoolastic
Auditor Alexander Kirkland for the
from
over the entire system, met Mr. year. The questio
The plaintiff's miltion for a new purpose
ns were all made
City Physician Bass believes Major Kentucky, and quite popular in a Joseph Buker, assistan
of checking over the bills
t superintend- out by the teachers and show what
wide
trial was overruled' and an appeal held
circle.
She
is
of
a very promi- ent of
against the municipality by pri- Ellithorpe will be sufficiently recov- nent
machinery for the I. C., to will be asked IMP childres
family, being the youngest
taktn in the snit of James P. Haleivate parties. This
t of every
fix a scale of wages and agreements, grade when examin
checking is done ered today to be released from the daughter of Mr.
against Abe and Samuel Livingston. in order
ed. The soperinW.
H.
Rieke, the
to see that the accounts are county. jail, where he has been since retired
capitalist of West End, and binding for the year commencing ondent makes Ipit,obout forty copies
wherein plahitiff claims defendants: all
rieht before they are presented to suddenly going wild at the city hos- has many
friends who wish the today, between the road and all car- of the questions o,a typewriter, and
owe him several hundred' dollars tine the
boards ior allowance next week. pital several nights since as result of couple well.
men employed! Nothing was accom- then with his rnineograph
a note the Livingston% executed toi 1 hey also
machine
go. over the seini-monthly prolonged drinking. Ellithorpe lost .Mr. Burnett is a
plished
at the conference, the carmen makes about 300 copies altogether
Paduca
the hank, which sold it to Holt.
h boy who
for
payrolls, Showing what is due every his mind and tore up everything in Frye years ago
located in Dallas, and wanting a to per cent, raise in wages, use by the teachers of every room,
The defendant wilitelrew his answer city official
the
detenti
on
hospital
and
ward,
and had is now superintiendent of the large which was refused by Assistant commencing next moriday
employe for the
in the litigation of the Western past
.
to be taken to the county jail He traveling force
half month.
for the big Reyhurn- Buker. The carmen then appealed to
Bunk against F. P.-Ttlof for money
is daily getting better and was him- Hunter and Moss
company of that Wm. Renshaw, superintendent of
Last Day at Books.
claimed due
self yesterday.
f IWOtIrr
distant city. He has been connected machinery, rid go to Chicago next
tseetnid.
This afternoon is the last day the
The lunacy of pigiritiff was sugConttiiLr, Bridkei hits ,rCceived
with tine traveling department of that Wednesdays to meet him.
students will have to put in at their
gested in the Wit of 'Whitt vs. Tots the
crush&I qUarlz material of Jiich
Moonlight Dances.
concern quite a "kik out west and
books, and all take them home this
bert, and theca mai then revived theft/firings.
cluti: for ,several days, and
Bridge Tinder Quit, '
afternoon to be stored away for the
action, with H. L. Anderson as now
Complaints have been ., received has . been very, turcesaftd, being a
work'ihis been'resumed on the
yioesur '
,business man of push and
Mr. Walter Wilkins, tender of the vacation months, with excepti
P.
I..
plaintiN.
on of
cOncritn sidistralks • Iowa on lower from many sources regarding a *Inc% and now occupies an un- Tennessee river bridge, has
resigned, the scholars in the first, second and
moonlight dance that is given upon nsuall
A new trial wee granted in the Kentucky
y responsible position. He is to
avenue. He has finished
South to work al his trade of third grades. The examinations
suit of Osborne vs. Moore and Baker. the new
the bank., of Island, Creek every the son
of
pavements on the south
of Mb's. Mlary Burnett, and liarnesiitikker. T. N. Sisk has been these little
people will not take up
Osborne was working foot tiie Cum. side of
evening
or
two during the moonlight brother of Mr. Van
the avenue from First to
0. Burnett of plated in charge' of the bridge the entire time, so they keep
berland Telephone campagar• here. Fourth,
their
way.
and now commences over on period, and Chief James Collins has West fir
temporarily by Supervisor Waggoner. books at school, and then
when arrested by Detectives Moore the opposit
ordered
it
looked
Monday
into
.
and
warrant
s
e side of the street.
The tender operates the draw sec- after the examinations
and Baker on the charge of being
;ssued, if circumstances justify this.
are finished.
Church Picnic Enjoyed.
tion
of the bridge, by swinging it the students of these classes will
wanted in Tennessea,v.. He, was
It seems that a large crowd congrerePAVED SIVEZT.
around so boats can pass through sume their studies
The
semi-an
nual
loockeb up, but got .6e of the
gates
picnic
and
supper
makes
giv- the structur
the night Pretty
—,e.
trouble, and now suet the fletectivet Brick Taken
, hideous to the surrounding residents, en by members of Grace Epiacopal
Up In Order Connecchureh
Past
evening
Principals Meet.
,
for alleged false arrest.
who
was
a
have
very
kicked to the authorities
He got
tions Can Be Made With Mains.
Taking Inventory.
cgarming affair, affording huge deThis afternoon following study
judgment for one cant and costs at
about
it,
and
the
pr?babil
ities
are the light
The brick street in front of the
to the large number present. Storekeeper John Trent yesterday hours the principals of the buildings
first trial.
Roy L. Culley building on Broadway pleasure will be broken up.
It
was
given in the church_ width commenced taking the semi-annual will hold_„their weekly conference
6............_ Abillte...plaintes-motion for_ a-nawlimetweert-Fourt
irsunt-Fildrareert-tit
house,
e.-ittnclreons brought by invoice -6F-Me—sTiTire department at wit-h—the superintendent, in order to
trial, being overrules:I an appeal wall:been torn
Given Up By Mother.
up for about ten feet, in
all,
put
togethe
r and the picnic ser- the local shops.
talk over next week's examinations
taken in the suit of Buford Harper lorder that
water, gas and steam
Maxie Young. a small colored boy, ved.
Many
enterta
ining features
and discuss the different matteri
against the IllinOi Callfit railroad heating
connections can be run from was brought to the City Hall last pr--railed during the assembly.
One More Hour.
coming up. This .will probably be
for damages on account of ,personal new structu
re, out to mains under- night by his mother and turned over
Yesterday bulletins were posted at the last weekly gathering of
injuries.
the
.1.2 1, SI
, . Ineath the ,public thoroughfare. The to Lieut. Thomas Potter
the shops stating that commencing principals, who
Pastor's Rception.
to be
. t defendant s' Mfe
assemble
every
attt for I herg board of puhlk *oaks'
today, all the employes would work Friday during the term to talk
gave the locked up. A ,rrant had been isal eras, overruled and an appeal ibuilding °niter'
matThis evening at the First Ba,pttist
"emission to tear up sued for the bon, charging him with
ten hours ea' h day, instead of nitre ters over with Prof. Lieb
tiler) Co the higher courts in the , the street
church,
i
Philath
ea
club
of
that
provided the brick are,put using profane language
as heretofore.
towards
t litigation of J. M. Spicet, against the back in
as good condition as when Nellie Campbell, colored, and the I congregation enttertairrs the new
Opening Ceremony.
Paducah Carnival Atibillition. Spicer found before.
pastor, Rev. Calvin Thompson with
mother brought him down to the
License Delinquents.
Yesterd
ay morning the members
recepti
a
was on the Ocean ,1#1p
on
during
which
time
a deoll
'when
it
police.
License Inspector George Lehn- of the junior class gave their
lightful program will be renckned.
collapsed during the k
fine
of the
SALOON CLOSED.
hard is daily making the delinquents programme, as the opening exercis
spring of Tone. He els tijured, and
e
pay their city license, and where they for the high school, while the
suing, got judgment for several hunsecYesterday the Evansville Brewing
refuse, warrants are taken out, but ond part of their outline will
dred dollars damages several weeks company had Clarenc
be
e Coker's saloon
it seems the documents are not presented today, consisting of
the
tgo..„7he carnival people now take at Tenth and Husban
ds street closed
served by the police. The inspector folloping:
the matter higher.
up on a distress warrant which
got out a batch last week in front Pian; Solo, Selected—Miss Annabe
There was lodged ;13
l
a bows that Coker owes the brewing
of yudge Sanders, who put the docuAcker.
Court mpNt1ao.
le $510 for ,rent.
ments in hands of the police to serve, "Polonius' Advice to His Son," Hamcase was
Madrid, May 3t.--:-Alphonso, king
the
Under the marriage treaty signed
itPd hi tbe cdtitt 'of Justice of Spain, was unnited
but
this was the last heard of them, let—Robert Hailey.
in marriage het* May 7 and ,issued in the form of
teCIRrir. ',Me;
t -Enietty,' viho'llifd the officers to Princess Ena,
as no entries have been made on the Vocal Solo, Selected—Miss Lillian
of
Bettenb
urg
with
parliam
entary
IllideikaiDlek Davis, W.
paper, King Alennedy, clostffp the saloon, Coker being tn- geeat pomp,
and ceremony today.'
Hobson. •
.-11:44.111wrdeaux and other officers of able to pay
Ittutzo engages to secure to his queen books showing arrests of the dethe bill. The brewery
litelven
ts,
The
who
are
church
merchan
Woolsey
ts
of
's Farewell to Greatness,
San
and
Jeroni
mo
el an annual public grant of go,000 of
the Home
lieu the braildigg and sub-rented it Real, Mier*
professional men.
The
Henry,
the nuptial mass was her widowhood $5o,000
inspect
VITT—Miss 'Eloise Bradors
charging them
annually says all
er 'Paw Stock will be sold to celebrated and the
yMito
he can do is to warrant them shaw.
marraige benedic- while she remains a widow.
without a lieens
the claim -I
and the police have to do the bal- *Violin Solo, "Poet mid Peasant
tion pronounced, has passed through
Company.,
".-4
A private settlement is also made ance.
some
strange
Clark Bondurcnit.
vicissit
udes.
This
is
cided they
amount
but
not
e
is
not
stated.
Article
Itol guilty
No Anomination.
the first royal marriage celebrated
rnlases the
the treaty recognizes that
Pttt.
Tenn„ May 31,-The thee, for the wedding of Isabell
Horse Show Dates;
--Nothing develops towards catcha II.
princess forfeits forever all heretic convention idjo rned to- took place in great pomp
- The fall horse show promoters ing the trio who fleeced the
Robinwithin its -dit,ary rights of succession.. to the,
(C.ontitteed on Pare
brim decided to give a .four Jays' son brother*- nut of their $ae's)
making
walls.
by the
crrevii or Great Britain.
&Wow, commencing September 214. "green goods" racket.
•
,
.•

•••••••••••

••••••••1.M..M.

orr.

ammar••••••11.
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•

King Alfonso and Princess
Ena Now Man and Wife

Thi

S.

••••.,
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RECRUITS
GETTING DOWN I WHERE SMOKE OF BATTLE
FOR ARMY' TO FINE POINT
ONCE AROSE
LIEUTENANT WILLIAM READ ALL
CITY OFFICIALS "DEAD
RETURNED TO EVANSSORE ON THE CONTRACVILLE,
TORS.

DO NOT BE HASTY

In making a selection for a corn
mencement gift or a wedding prese
nt
let us call your attention to a
few n ew things we have. You must
see our
beautiful line of

WHERE BLOOD RAN DEEP AND
STRIFE WAS RAMPANT THROUGH THE SOUTHE
RN STATES, NOW SCENE,
OF COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIA
L ACTIVITY;SMOKE
ASCENDS FROM STACKS OF IND
USTRIES DAILY CONVERTING THE NATURAL RES
OURCES OF THE SOUTH
INTO FINISHED PRODUCTS
FOR WORLD'S USE.

Niagara Falls Cut Glass
High Art Hand Painted China

cur perfect line of

Some new designs in a FERN DIS
H. See the assortment we have t
in Fancy Sterling silver peice
There May Be "Something Doing"
s--ou r prices special for May—
SilvaC
plated work at % price in knives orks,
f
and spoons.
Shortly Regarding Taking Away
Engraving free on each peice.
Chattanooga, Tenn., June 1.—The
Call early for choice of selection.
with hope and keenly alive to
While Four Went to St. Louis.
the
of Contracts.
annual recurrence of Decoration Day cpportunities
of the south in this
preceded by similar observance in day of industrial activity.
The fol,
hono
r of those who tell in the cause lowing list of new industries estah•
Lieut. William Read of the main
Every day come expressions from
of the south, reminds those who are lished in the states of Kentucky and
recruiting office at Evansville, Ind., many city offici
S's Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
als regarding the livin
g of the days when blood ran Tennessee during the week ending
returned there yesterday afternoon dilaxory- manner
in which, the con- deep
and strife was rampant through- May 31, is compiled from the veriafter having sworn in the enlistmtws tracitors are
handling their public
out the southern states. Happily the fied reports received by The Tradesmade by Sergeant Blake at the local street contracts, and
probabilities are tensi
on of feeling is relieved by th4 man, and serves to indicate the
recruiting bureau, which by the way, that something may
be done if a tart good
sense of those who sur- strides which the south is making in
continues sending in about as many hustle is not taken on by
somebody. vived
and
the determination of the an industrial way.
men as the main office.
Yesterday President Starks. and generation following them to conve
The enlistments made here were
rt
Kentucky.
Miller of the aldemanic the- old battle grounds into scenes oi
Myles Jennings of Symsonia, Ill, Nflember
Newp
ort—
$5oo
,000 steel works.
board said they favored taking the commercial and industrial
who was sent to Washington, D.
activity.
L'e'xington—$50,000 boiler works;
C., bisulithich contr
So
it is that in a few years the miracts away Irons Conto study for six months in the army
two tobacco factories.
tractor Ingram and re-let them, io acle of the age has been
hospital corps, after which time
accomplishLouisville—Sto,000 culvert manufache Kentucky avenue and
Jefferson street ed. On many of the identical fielcht turin
will be sent out for the post servi
g company; $loo,000 lumber
ce; wilt be reconstructed
with 'brick, if where conflicting hosts fought so
Charles Weaver of Hamlettsburg
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WIL
mill.
, .sennething of
L
FIND
THE
spurt is not taken bitterly for the mastery, smoke now
CHOICEST
Ill., Neol Large and Audley Craw
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LOR
Corydon—Ice and cold storage
- by the contractor and opera
ING
THE MARKETS APasce
nds
tions
from the stacks of industriet plaut
ford of Hardesty, Ky., and Roy
FOR
D.
THE
PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSE
.
B. pushed along. These two aldermen which
R IS BOTH
are at work day and night conAlexander of Paris, Ky., were
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF
Fredonia—Grist mill.
the I expfessed 'themselves as not belie
HE COMES HE3E FOR HIS
verti
veng the natural resources of the
other four recruits taken in.
CLO
THE
S.
WE STAND IP OR EVERY
They ing bitulithic is what is wantei upon sout
GARILENT
WE
h into finished products for the
were sent last evening to S.
TURN OUT.
Tennessee.
Louis the public thoroughfares of this mu- use
of the workl. The blood which
to join the Jefferson Barracks troop
Knoxville--41o,000 warehouse corn.
s nicipality, asi that
already down Cowed so copiously over
just outside of that city for duty.
these hills
proves unfit for this character of and plain
s scarcely penetrated below
The Paducah office is one of
Memphis—$20,000 refinery; $100,
the work, and does not impress anytiody the
000
surface of mother earth, but a stone and building company.
best in the chain of bureaus
main- with its durability or longevity.
mightier force, in days of peace, is
tained by the recruiting depa
Bristol--$24,000 bottling works.
rtment, Mlesses. Miller and Starks were very
bringing to the surface, from the
the enlistments being so many
John
son City—Woodworking plant.
that otesipoken on the subject and said depth of
it is a permanent fixture
histo
Spar
ric
ta—F
soil,
louring mill.
treas
urers
that
they
strongly advocated taking the
here and
are daily enriching the south and
will be maintained indefinite
ly. It contract away from, the firms as it
working out for this favored section
has been here constantly now
The marrige of J. Austen Chamber'
for the seemed the latter "hobbled along" a
destiny far greater than that which lain, former chancellor of the
past year or two,
and did just as they pleased as reache•
gards expedition, while the public could ever have been accomplished quer, and Ivy Muria!, daughter of H.
suffered by 1::ving to stumble over through strife. The picture as viewed L. Dundas. of Datchet, Buckinghamtoday reveals a southern citizenship shire. has been fixed for
torn-up 'eh oroughfare s.
July 21 at
From expressions -heard, say many,thoroughly loyal to country, buoyan• St. Margaret's, Westminster.
of the officials, they would not be
surprised if drastic measures were
taken at any time to show the con- I
tractors that Padocab cannot be long-,
CORRECTED MAY soth, 1906
er fooled as :has been done in the
past.
DELEGATION
SOUTH BOUND
No. tor
CALLED
No. 103
No. 121
ON
Leave Cincinnati
MARK WORTEN ABOUT
8:2o a.m
6:oo p.m.
Leave Louisville
12:01 p.m.
9:40 p.m.
7:30 a.m.
TENANTS.
Leave Owensboro
6:30 pm.
(00 a.m.
Leave Horse Branch
2:2'p.m.
12:08 a.m.
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ple of itfis-city did not have sufficient away.
is a quality of more than commerhyaenist
The
has kindly discovered her constitution on sraight.
St. Luis and Tennessee River Packintelligence to understand the meanThere is a cause for all of this; cial worth. The increasing regard *
there
are
Millions
of
microbes
in
a
seatimental
America
aesthetic
and
et company—the cheapest and best
for
ing of "a diniagagese," the Republi- now figure out the cause;
,a
handshake. What patience and exHold
It
Before
a
can aldermsn, in his did, very kindMirror.
Hoit,air does not build cities. In values is something with which law- a
excursion
07 oi
fic
aducah.
must possess
new- hasee--to-reeleOft:-.1e.-41,
—S-Wn
--i•tvvt
.
fs definition of the word to fact there is but one place whcfre hot
ly gave 1
t
he
brave
ahd
go
on
exchanging
them.
Can itshe that any one in Washwhich the spirit of selfish count/et' 111
'1; it .plc.ases science-- to
be: "One who endeavors to curry air seems to be adopted for• praetic- ciiiism has gredy
count ington, excited by
been farcipiliolto
the rate bill, has
microbes
lay
the
world can do no discovered what "rail
favor with some pankieular portion of able purpdses,sahd every bumran bemad' spells
issa .than give science permission th backwards?
the people by #acifiering to their ing hopes' to keepselear of that place..
l
r
iptCeceed with the stunt.
Howeveis,
Ever..9rowinfi Graft. no.
prejudices and br,plaYing upon their What na 'large sauidber of people in
fiver &
!recollect ther7 re ood rullgrobes aa
alitrit‘
t
Very
Good Advice.
properly
renting
'the'
.
passions. He isiiotte who seeks to this- -city . need sia bacicfbone.
By
•••••••=1111111101110111•10.
,
Mr!..11-t5..140.4rti,
(Princean Herald.)
array the emplore a gain it the em - backbdoe we meare'to have the cour- Gazette ca/ft•SitintistN40" 411111101~
‘' *.r.4,:tut we'. •
If
you
want
to
ruin
your
boy
growing form of graft:just
•'
ploy er. labor aga ad capital, and the age to .say ti.s well-known schemers
lag§tiers and PolitiCiatTa.
It is Si. ttilpsallats pleasure, comfort
take his wide on every question and
"In Flourboir, conaty .thestpar
aisy
corporation."
individual
when 'fhey conic' around' staliciting attorney has called a kalt in the al;
eliapute
and
he
has
with.
rest; rod- *trice, good table
isia•
tearher
or
mercial-Appeal.)
(Men*
-your neighlbors' rhildren, filet let .good roomS, etc. Boats
Governor Han* Wfia guilty of that help in sehemes in which they ex- lowance of Illegal fees:by. fiVe
A titic•O
is who wanted
leave each
him know you are with
fight or Wednesday and Saturday
cers. a dflink
very thing, ht ,•fore *e accept the pect a rake-oft, to slcidoo -get Out. court to country and district
n in the 'wrong,
at s p. in.
in all disputes.
This-will
assertion of in irreponsible rardi Have -bacicbone, when a fellow to fill The illegal fee practice hasi.14,td vicinity -, " -tati
place of tte give
-For other information apply to Jas.
hint
a
good
matt
in
deietnthe
writer, let us see -hat kind of a mian his coffers, encourages lawlessness, in Fleming county and other cookies BrotherhOod • of 'Engineers- day be- ward path.
Koger, superintendent;
Frank I.:
for many years, and should& tie fore; yesterday, rather expecting to
Governor Hanly .really is. Sherrick, to say to the authorities go after that
Brown,
*Vitt
stopped. Customary feet' which the find •a good many of thE engineers
a Republican, who was elected audi- man and- make him face a jury on statutes do not authorize
Hard to Understand.
are al therein. To his surprise,ehe was the
(Louisville Times,)
tor of Indiana on the ticket at the the charge of aiding in the violation lewed from year to year, aed each only seeker for a thirst
extermina- 'Wall street dependresupon
the montime }Janiy was eleCted governor, of our laws. Hwy* backbone enough year gradually increase. The legis- tor among those present. The saloor
ey market, thisemoney market delature
has
made
the
provision'
for
was inctictelt ''for • emige-tilittp the i to stand up and demand the enforcewas deserted. Thinkitig that perhaps pende on the
crops. crops depend on
funds of the people of Indiana and I ment of the laws, and be not back compensation of officers as 'laid down the men of the throttle had fotind a the weather, end the weather deSold at •
in the statute,. and' If it isjnot auffi- more congenial rendezvous, he, as
pend, on the Lord. But it is bard to
onaptly‘temoved him from word in going Miter men in high
icnt, the remedy exists with the matter of curiosity, visited all the anderetarsd
how Wall street and the
office; Shereick was sent to the peni- places.
Gray's Buffet
legislature anft not with the fiscal other saloons in the vicinity, and he Almighty
have
any interest in conttentiary and Oovernor r Hanly was
Palmer
Hour Bee,
In fine, have backbone enought to court."
found in none of them any evidence inent.
•
A. Lagomarsino.
,. •s.•

The Liquor and Sunday Laws

THE REMS rER
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THAT PLEASES
. Phones:
4 20

202.R

KENTUCKY PRIMING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

cease

Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
TIN First Andean Lib lasumacs Cs. The Camay that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the
....World...

SPECTACLES

EYE GLASSES

Properly $1 6old Filled
Fitted
$2.50
and
Solid hid,
Adjusted
$5.00 I
EYES TESTED FREE

J. L. WO\LFF,

4im. ,aits4'1or

Excursion:

4w

Fat tka Round Trip to
imam
returre

es;

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
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NOW

OCCUPIED

BY

PADU-

CAH; DEFEATED AGAIN

ARRESTS FOR TWENTY-TWO
THE MONTH
FIRE RUNS

YESTERDAY.

THERE WERE 126 PEOPLE AR: THE
DEPARTMENT
WAS
RESTED DURING
CALLED OUT THAT MANY
MAY.
Shut out by Tailenders, Making It
TIMES.
-1 7

Three Straights-No Game at
Vincennes.

.As the Summer Time

Arrives

the Boys Playing With Matches Ignited

Department Finds More Arrests
How They Stand.
• w
Vincennes •.......
Danville
17.
Paducah
16
'Cairo
•
Jachronvilk ...,.... _12
Mat toon
. TO

Mattress

the

Are Generally. Made.

at. the

Johnson

Home, si3 North Third.

Pr
.621
.567
puring the. month closing last
Chief, James Woods of the ,fire de•533 evening the police department made partment finished his monthly
re•483 124 arrests, which is a very good port last evening,
showing 'the num.420 average, and about btin a par with the ber of fires during
the month of May
.357 other months of,springtline.
which came to a close yesterday.
The arrests were made for the
There were twenty-one fires, but
No games today.
following offenses; use of profane twenty-tIvo rtins, only, one
of de
.
•
—
language, I; breaches of the' peace, runs proving false. None of
the
fires
Schedule Tomorrow.
32; cruelty to animals I; drunken- amounted to anything, except that of
Mattoon at Paditicah.
ness, 26; disorderly condut, 7; breach last Sunday evening when the
four
Jacksonville at Cairo.
of ordinance, 8; drunk and disorder- small cottages were destroyed
on
,
Vincennes.
M
)y, 6; petty larceny, 5; malicious as- Flournoy street.
..•••••••••••• •
Mattoon, III., Maly 31,--6Pitchir sault, 2; failure to support children,
Last Night's Run.
Jokerst wee invitireilsie :4teilay, and 1; grand larceny,'5; carrying concealed weapons, 8; snatching purses,
Last evening about 8:30 o'clock the
shut out Paducatt:
were made off him.
Souilt also 3: disturbing public worship, 2; ma- fire departments wee summoned to
licious cutting, ai housebreaking, 3; the home of Mr. Johnson, in 413
(pitched a fine gansti
gambling, to; malicious shooting, 2; North Third street by a small blaze
t 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9--R H
Paducah ...o o o oi tift,p o o-o 2 0 /breaking seal of freight car, 1; using that was quickly extinguished. Some
lads were playing with matches and
Mattoon
r ()oat: 0 o o 1--3 4 i insulting language, t; total 126.
Batteries-South r ateS:18. Nipperft • Paducah during the past month has ignited a mattress on the floor and
been exceedingly fortunate as re- caused it to blaze up brightly.
Jokerst and Schissell.
gards crimes of any serious nature,
as no murders have occurred, 'while
Danville, 6; Jacksoniflie. 2.
Condemn Building.
Danville,, Ill., ii§v .41)
-Zils Vets the cutting and shooting scrapes have
Chief Woods will try to get the
won easily today from Jsr•NaoriVille been of a minor nature.
fire committee of the city legislative
,'
trs
As the summertime
ataiv
the boards together 'n a few dayp to in.4444,
Ists1by was inby a score of 6 to
n of the number of arrests of past year* have spect the building at 1'16 Brqadway
vincible with the
Lot- increased, as experience shows the and have 't condemned. If
fourth and seventh- innings.
is in
thaw made a house run as the re- people get out upon the streets more very bad and delapidated condition,.
sult of the tialk ,bouncing over the of warm periods, and many fights andcliable to fall and hurt some
one.
fence nrar first bee.'
znd drunks are the result.
It belongs to Mrs. Csrline Clark, and
R H E
: •;
is occupied by George W. Robert6 01 o
Danville
son's ice office. The city building
26
Jacksonville
inspector recommends that it be
Quiessee;
Batteries--Selby
condemned and torn down, as was
Mnes and LotshaCsU110-"'
,118 and 120 Broadway, which wer•
Umpire-Wilkinson
razed, and new structures are now
going up in the place of the old
Game.
Vincenes-Cairo
No
ones.
Jake Weil owns 118 Broadway
Vincennes,
lnd., May 3i --No
game today on account of muddy TWO CONVERSIONS YESTER- and the T. H. Puryear estate 118
Broadway.
ground's.
DAY AT REV. OWEN'S
SUIT FOR WAGES.
CHURCH.

S.

L
it
13
14
15
16
18

="mir—711

BIG VAL
For Friday and Saturday
On Friday and Saturday, J4i
:
i 1st and 2nd we will
offer a lot of special v
as follows:

36 inch wide Black Taffeta Llk, $1.25
values, for
36 inch wide Black Taffeta Elk, $i.oc
value, for
27 inch wide Black Taffeta Silk, goe
value, for
21

5 pieces Fancy
values for
6 pieces Fancy
values for

Judge Evan* Made
Rev. Peter Fields Commences
Protracted

Meeting

-Quarterly Conference.

14

MR. DAVID HELER MET SUDDEN DEATH AT LOUIS-

Dress Silks, $1.00

ao pieces Lawns and Batiste,
tor for

va'71-2c
pieces 36 inch wide All Linen
Lawn, value 35c, for
25c
Is pieces Printed Lawns,
grounds, for
wb"e21-26

20

Important De-

L. B. gilvie

Ye,verday in the federal court at
Louisville Judge Waiter Evans decided in favor of the toowboat ii
the snits of -. Cameron and W.
Hunt, who sued the steamer Joe B.
Williains for money due as salary.'
The two steamboatmen signed atl
Louisville with the captain of the
Williams, agreeing to make the
round trip to and from New Orkans
on the boat. Reaching Paducah eta !but now
le,3bc judge deciding
route back, the men wanted morte,y, thekilg4dont carry out their contract
but the captain refused to pay thc;ni to make the round. trip. This deciuntil they got to Louisville. :They sion h an important precedent set
got off here, sued the boat for wages for all steamer cases.

q11111ir

We have on hand
For Sale
3 Horse Power Motor.
z 5 Horse Power Motor.
5/
1
4 Horse Power Motor.
z 8 Horse Power Motor.
to Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.

JUNE 2, 3 AND 4
General Admission 25 Cents.

MAIM, [FINGER & CO.
Undertakers and
Embalmers,

Green River Stone

AM,

•

,J4)

•

Co.,

Broadway and Fourth

PADUCAH vs. MATTOON

•

39e
59e
7ic

Wash 600ds

T. J. Owen preached
on
"Raising
Serpent
WilderIn
The
VILLE.
:1.W last evening at the Methodist
church on West Tennessee street,
while "The Imprisonment of Peter"
ThurExpired
on
Mr. George Griggs
was spoken on at thc afternoon
man Street of Pneumonia-Cap-.. vicreship. - There were two conversions yesterday, aud the public is
rain Timmons' Infant
cordially invited to attend these serDied.
v•ces which are held at 3 o'clock in
the afternoon, and 7:3o o'clock at
night.
Yest•rdaj morning at tthe Horne
Louisville,
Mr
for the Aged Poor in
LEAGUE PARK
Starts This Evening.
of Paducah. fell from
IJavid
Tonight at 7:30 o'clock Rev. Peter
a second story portico to the ground I•ields of the
Third strcet Methodist
below. hreaiaing many bones, and
church -tarts his protracted meetremains
causing instant death. His
ing in the big tent on South Fifth
will be brought here for interment.
between Adams and Jackson streets,*
and
Mi. Heller i 75 years old,
and cordially invites the entire comlived here for many years being a
wagon driver just before departing munity to at
GRAND
STAND
35
CENTS, BOX
SEATS
60
CENTS.
enter the home
for Louisville to
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
Comfereace.
Quarterly
where his wife stayed to nurse him.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
Rey. J. W. Blackard, presiding
While starting to descend the steps
GAME CALLED AT 3.:3o
P. M. SHARP.
leading from 'the piortico to the c!der, tomorrow gdes to Lynnville.
grouud, he wars stricken with epi- Graves county. where Saturday and
lepsy and fell over the hanisitcr to Sunday he conducts the quart:rly
'the 'earth. ilie . has in4an‘q friends conference for the Methodist church
here who regret deeply the tragic tiicre. Sunday evening and Monday
morning he conducts a similar meet•
end.
nig at the Brown's Grove church.
Died of Pneumonia.
Ladies Mite Society.
Yesterday morning shortly before
The Ladies' Mite society of the
one o'clock Mr. George Griggs died
130 SOUTH THIRD ST.
PADUCAH,K/
of pneumonia at. his home on Thur- First Baptist chutch meets this afterman street after a two weeks' illness. noon with Mrs. Lassiter of 319
The deceased was 54 yeses of age North Sixth.
and engineer at the Rehkopf tanyard
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
in Mechanicsburg. He has been rePAIR DISMISSED.
Neil1
'`•1 $11 years. but
siding here for
ItiTorils his Judge Sanders Released Mrs. Troutwag born in
wife. one daughter andP three sons
man and Noah Stewart
anrvive him. _
Yesterday,
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
The body will he interred at the
Building purposes. as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOScemetery-,
I
New Hope
Yesterday morning in the police
URE
AND THEU RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be—..../....- ,
court Noah Stewart, colored, and
come_ Jiark_ and. discolored__
—rrinuit-tttntMrs. Denia Troutman, white, were
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT,
Mvrtic, the 14-months-old girl of dismissed of the charge of ditibrderly
and
Timmons,
died
L.
Captain J.
conduct by Judge Sanders. Titt`werf
was buOed,Vilkodltedizi
rant against the apir had been gotis of the I. C. trlii
.# ten out by the negro man'S • wife
4, it ,
•
Lwho charged them with using isal
Concrete Arches.
,SOLE. AGENT, seSog TRIMBLE ST.. PADUtAkkf.
!language and wherwiee being' di'.'.
orderly.
The Men ire 'Now Building These
wasmussannummeminumeumm
Frank Ross was fined $t and cbstl
at the Cothoia.e Grounds.
for being °drunks.
• '
Contractor
Yesterday
Alex
GOT MS $70.
Sorrie's men tore aiiay the old iron'
steps on the SixthIareet'and Sev.
Farmer Comes to Town and *all' in
•ifith street sides of the courthouse,
With Negress Whei‘Robpfer
the steps having 'boat- left standing
k
when the iron fence was taken away.
Last night about
some
The men are ,now at work 'construct' country than,
who did not give his
ing the concrete IrcTr 6.tea.othe Place
1111111e, had the police summed
to
where the Seventh,sWe
outer- Fourth
and Madison Itteett,' where
ly stood, and complinn
Ire put he complained
that a negro woman
up one for the Sixr, tr44 side,
"'had toblled him of $70. He said she
which time the concrete sirrwlc for the
- took it out of h•s pocket, btit could
grounds, which have been. surround.tel
1.11
i not account for be•ng in her cornwith an artificial stone,..carb, at the
banv. He could Frye no description
of the lawn around, the ..antirc
of her, so th6 police have nothing
block, will be finished.
on which to Work,
ixest--4=:sunctraur
RCA%

Silks, 6oc

cision irt Louisville Yesterday.

His

Tonight-

Dress

5 pieces German Rajah Silks, $1.25
values. for

METHODIST
REVIVALS

FELL TO DEATH
YESTERDAY

inch wide Black Taffeta Silk, 85c
values. for

89c
79c
59C
59C

Fancy Silks

fro;

is•

Silks

Bidd

John S. Porteous Marble Granite
and Stone Works.

•=••••101••11••••••

Virst-Class
Watch. Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

Nth,

224 Broadway

4
•-•

PADUCAH, KT.

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
North
121-123

Fourth Street.

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE%
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPite
PER THAT HAE _EVER BEEN-0-FPBRED'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE RAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
MIT Ell

IIMIN.•

ttuu.littr.rtrrst=1
For use next few days Wallpaper that is usually sold elsewhere
at so cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
. Paper usually sold at ioc we will
sell for Sc.
.. Paper usually sold at Sc we will '
eel) at 5c,
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and building papers, canvass and tacks.

1

C. C. LEE 315 away'.

TRAITS OF INHERITANCE.

'FAMILY FORTUNES:AN EGYPTIAN
In
QUICK SHAVE.
IMMENSE

WEALTH OF SOME
AMERICAN MiLLIONAIRES.

Books as Well as in Life There
Are Certain Strong Family
Resmeblance.

r— LOS PA.RADISIL
I)
BY
PAIN.

An Edison
Phonograph

BARRY

Henry's
Headache
Powders

Tor some time the man had seemed
"Give me a quick sbave," said a man
be asleep. He sat back in one curbet
may
an
imagine
One
artist
ele,empto
strange
who had wan lered into a
looking barber shop In lower Washing- lug, on a wager, to paint a landscape nee* of the cordage, his eyes closed, the
without using a single tone of yellow, Sower lip dropped, his slack fingers
Will bring pleasure to your
Croerrus of Old with All His Vaunted ton.
"Yes, sair," replied the Egyptian let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ta nursing In his lap the pipe that he
Wealth Was Poor by Comto
sal
had
him
Opposite
relinquished.
home during the long sumber Cooper, in the Bookman. In tht
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
Will be keenly appreciated
parison with Modern
' same way one may imagine a nov• his wife, a shrunken woman with tight
He began to unbutton the customer.
after a trial by people who sufmer evenings. They are pine
Am
eye.
anxious
and
gat
an
hair,
Lips,
Capital:et&
*list writing a story of a man and a
coat and waistcoat.
fer from headaches—severe or
ning now 'at our 'store. Come
"Hold on! I asked for a shave," ez woman, so detached from the outside she watched him and pursued the train
mild, occasional or chronic.
Ikea
The great fortunes that have sprung claimed the customer.
now
and
her
she
thoughts
el
world, so silent regarding their ancesle
and
hear
Then
them.
They
never fail to
up so amazingly in this country durini
"I shave you, stair," said the barber, try, their past lives, their present shook her head as if with disapproval.
was
but
recent decades to-day, in the opinion ot and calmly
was
gam/sus,
naturally
she
you'll
Want
one.
Big
selecproceeded to bang up the surroundings, so nearly a record of
As a girl she
many serious thiehers, constitute a wearing appare I.
GIVE QUICK
two naked souls, that heredity and restraining herself.
tion of records.
says
well-being,
emenace to our national
nose
than
not;
rather
pretty
had
been
RELIEF.
untie,
said
to
for
be
once
environment may
Then he removed collar and
Cleveland Moffett, in wr:ting of "The
buttoned the customer's shirt and be eliminated. But such a picture, could have guessed it now.
Easing the pain in a very few
Shameful Misuse of Veal h," in Success
Suddenly the man sat up and
such a story, would be a mere tour
tucked it down.
Magazine. Without these great forhe
hoot
his
tapped
the.
eyes;
opened
"What are you going to do?" de- de force, not an honest transcript from
ilinutes.
tunes there would be no reign of luxury
bemended the customer, now a little Ufa. Every landscape must contain, of his pipe against his boot and
and
feasts
of
In America, no flaunting
to refill it.
JEWELERS.
frightened. "Is this the way to give in varying degreea, some yellow and gan
follies, no riot of extravagance; with
"You've had a nice sleep," said the
story
must
Every
human
blue.
quick
some
shave?"
a
them we may expect all the evils that
eog Broodway.
"I make you feel plenty of good," concern itself with traits inherited woman.
; have in previous el Rizations attended
The man seemed in oo hurry to &nreassuringly.
the
or
barber
said
through
our
acquired
fathers
from
upon enormous rices. And many of
ewer. Ks was staring lilaadly at the
Then he began to strop • razor like the company we keep.
•• these evils, as we haee already seen, are
sliding country as the local trate Why will you staffer'
a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
And the novelist to whom his char- flat,
tactually with us.
to
DRUGGIST
handle containe - a fan and a stiletto. acters are a living reality, men and Puffed and waddled on its slow way
was
pipe
his
- It is admitted that we are the richest
Until
not
was
It
theses,.
cut my throat," women whom he thinks of as having
"He's going •
'people In the world to-day—the richest thought the cm. 0..,tr. "I'd better keep
turned to her and told her
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
an existence outside the pages of his lit that he
people the world has ever seen. The quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
he
had
that
not been asleep at all.
Darno premptings from
needs
book,
vaunted wealth of Croesus is estimated is a
"Not been asleep?" she said, in 4
TELEPHONE 63,
quick shave with a vengeance.
win in order to make us recognize
at only $8,000,000, but there cre 70 Amer- lose my train„ anyway."
aggrieved voice. "Well,
high-pitched,
propinquity
of
and
blood
the ties of
ika estates that average $35,000,000 each.
been parIt was one alleviation that the bar- —any more than the Photographic if I'd known that. Why, I've
to wake you all
. As showing the rapid growth of Inch-vie.
*as not loquacious. He went about lens needs to be prompted in order ticularly careful not
ber
nal fortunes in this country therele
this time."
his work seriously and methodically.
to show, in a family group, how the
tinterest in a list of rich men—printed In
"Thank you," said the man, without
He poured some drops of an aromat- father's eyes, the mother's litps are
1855—according to which New York city
here," he contin- will cure that awful pain.
tincture into a basin and carefully mirrored back in the faces of son enthusiasm. "Look
ic
23 millionI was Bret
"when
A at that time boasied only
meditatively,
ued,
washed the patient's chest. The next and daughter.
!Urea cured others, will cure you.,
; Aires. And a pamphlet published some
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, lie
—er—taken ill, and you had to'get me
certain moles
was
investigate
to
thing
that
say
to
venturesome
not
is
It
Philadel1845
in
t..at
says
earlier
. SAWS
away—"
put
and
up
signed
out
or
pull
us,
Phone
38
to
on
237
or
and
Call
and in one or,two cases
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
in some of our best English novels,
*lila could show only ten estates valitri
"Now, George, plow* don't remind
hairs with •pair of tweezers and ap- in "Belinda" and "Emma." in "The
tell woo about it.
Residenoe
gladly
we
will
locir Lily, the Phone 1693
some
with
woman,
At a million or more, the richest bele; ply a dab of ointmeht.
little
me," said the
Newcomea" and "The Mill on the appearance of distress.
that of Stephen Girard, which 'tactic
'Men taking a gilt shaving cup in- Floss," there is often more heredity
- 17,000,000. In contrast to which in II; •
"If I don'timind being reminded you
err lbzet with shorthand symbols of than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen,
there were over 200 millionaires in Phi'
said the man,stolidly. "What
needn't,"
shoulArable he lathered the chest,
than Thackaray or George Eliot were
• ladelphia.
lower back of the neck of the conscious of putting there. Take any I want to know is when I was taken
and
ders
As to New York city, the number of it customer and proceeded to shave with
ill was I - In any way violent'? Did I
—DENTIST
-. millionaires. according to best informa- the jackknife, which was fairly sharp. novel of the first magnitude, in which want to do murder to anybody?"
Seventh and Judaea St. 'node ag%
a whole household is described, three
we were spared
tion, Is over 2,000, while the number of
fortunately
"No;
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phan 211.
"By the way, is thia an operation for generations of genial, kindly gentleto break up
Trustart Bulking.
•• millionaires in the United States is a,
with folio the sort of family that it would that. You didn't even try
customer
the
asked
appendicitis?"
least 6,0000, or half the total number in
the furniture. So far as your doing
I'm
think
you
"Perhaps
mild sarcasm.
be a privilege to know in real life. any harm was concerned, I might have
..,the world. There is one family alone,
actor going to wear a low necked One of the granddaughters, let us say,
S. P. POOL.
L.
STEPHENSON
at the head of which stands the richest an
kept you at home all the time, only the
forum scene."
is the author's chief concern, and the dIctor said it wouldn't do. No; you
eguid most powerful man in the world, toga it. the
"I shave good Egyptian style," re- whole book revolves around her per- jest sat there smiling. You were a
-John D. Rockefeller, and the wealth ot
•
-this family is estimated at a thousand plied the other serenely, and fetching sonality.
millionaire, so you said. Ready you
ular
Now if the book is based upon an were to Weite checks for atte sum I
million dollars, a sum so huge that the a silver basin with a semi-circ
unhuman mind quite fails to grasp it. a opening to fit the neck he placed it
intelligent observation of life it is might mention. And the things you
'sum so huge that if at the birth of Christ der the patient's chin and hooked up not a vital matter whether the author velre going to buy—well, there was no
BOTH'MOS=
awes* & THIRD IT.
a chain around the back.
Mr. Rockefeller had begun making
has worked out the heredity for you, Heft to them. You owned three gold
NO. fro
The effect In the mirror was of a de- like logarithms, down to the tenth mines and I don't know what else. It
• dollar a minute and had let these dollars accumulate day and night for all vice to feed infants, its object, how- decimaL You are free to work it ouj was perfectly horrible to listen to
these centuries, he would not yet, in ever, seemed to be to catch the super- for yourself, to trice the heroine's you"
alW1-116.4-Mit
1806, have amassed a thousand million abundant thin lather that flowed in qualities, good and bad, back to their.
•
"Wee it" said the man slowly
dollars. And if Mr. Rockefeller should streams from the upper lid and down various sources; to conjecture about "Well it's all over now. I'm sitting in
'to-nay turn this wealth into gold coin the sides of the face.
her many things which the author a third smoker, going to the seaside
and take it out of the country, say into
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless sever once mentioned, perhaps nev- on a fiver borrowed from my brother
-Canada, he would carry across the bor customer, noticing a clock in the mir- er even thought of. In books, as well w'io didn't want to lend It. When
der three times as much gold as would ror. "You've only been at this quick as in real life, there are certain fam- that's done I go bark to work at two
then remain in the United States. Nor shave for 35 minutes. Do you generally ily resemblances that are never no- quid a week."
would he carry it himself, for the make appointments by letter?"
ticed until pointed out by some cosa"Yes, you know what your position
weight of it would be 1,750 tons. And if
The face was shaved twice in the caratve stranger.
Is well enough now. 'You're as sane
lie loaded it on the backs of porters, space of 16 minutes, and the man in
as anybody. but think how awful it
each man bearing his own weight in the chair had hopes of escaping. He
w-ai for me then." Once launched
solid gold (say 150 pounds) it would re- rec.emned without knowledge, for the
THE OLD, OLD STORY.
uron the subject of which she had not
quire 23.000 men to move it. And if they infants' basin continued to be yoked up
wgshed to be reminded she seemed
walked ten feet apart the line of them and the artist opened a box of surgical Rat the Night Grew
Suddenly rather to like to dwell upon It: Possiwould reach 44 miles and would occupy tools.
Chilly and the Love-Nateing
bly she would have welcomed any
15 hours in passing a given point. None
Was a Frost
topic that gave her natural garrulity
One of these, a mirror and probe
of which takes any account of the daily combined, searched the secret places of
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had
- interest on this fortune, which interst, the ear and cleaned it out Another InSlowly they walked in the twilight to put up with," she continued. "Why
U paid in gold, would require the strument shaved the inside of the ear, —he and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in at one time you didn't know me---you
otrength of seven men to carry it, for it which was then scented and anointed. the Chicago Tribune.
called me Dora."
would weigh a thousand pounds. Such The same tool did a delicate job on the
He was no longer in the heydey of
"Did I?" the man asked with eagINSURE
are the riches of a single family!
eyebrows, removing two heirs In UN youth.
erness.
Time, however, had laid light hands
center.
"You did indeed—and that not once
IN THE LEGAL FIRMAMENT. "A dental surgeon, too," murmured upon him. So had his barber, but nor 20 times; and all your talk was
_
the almost resigned patient, as the oftener and more artistically, and he Mae bits of a poetry book. My Ester
was there at the timb; I'm sure I don't
A. Rising Star That Was Going to barber pried his mouth open, scraped was well groomed.
She
was
a
and
maiden,
rare
steel
radiant
small
a
with
teeth
how I should have got on withhis
know
of
back
the
Slow
the
of
Dazzle Some
the
known
to
regular
of
elm
frequenters
slippery
She couldn't help hearing
of
roll
her.
a
out
inserting
hoe and
Movers.
Bpotcash & Co.'s great emporium of what you were saying, and she asked
bark used it as•toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed much trade as the girl at the robboa counter. me if you knew anybody of that name.
The Chicago drummer who was ar"Miss Mildred." he said, with a sort Of course I could tell her we did not Mos;
when the patient's tongue
exceeded
a
306,11roadway
Phoisev011ate 385—ResWence 1694
rested for assaulting the landlord of
of
premonitory cough, "let us suppose and that it was just your light-headand
nippers
silver
by
seized
Routh Dakota hotel found that there was
lie..
since
ease."
a
nor
before
Never
edness.
instrument.
was only one lawyer in the village and scraped by another
'A case of what kind, Mr. Mato I known you to be so couiplinaentary
"I fix your finger Lail In your foot?"
that he had already been retained by
wer?" she asked. "Notions? Or reru- as you were then. You said things
the plaintiff. In this emergency, re- asked the artist at this juncture.
nants?"
about my eyes and hair that were quite
me,'
to
enough
done
de"No, no; you've
lates the Cleveland Plain Dealer, be
beyond the mark, and Carrie said It
us
Miss
not
Mil"Let
talk
shop,
murred to being tried, as be was not exclaimed the customer. "Let the rest
If
made her shudder to listen to VIM.
dred.
I
'case'
suggests
business
I'd
if
suppose
case,
own
I
his
alone.
Weed
to
lawyer enough
of my body
colas to 'leer again.
will
Are you
the
Let
phrase.
vary
us
consid
quick
a
but the justice of the peace calmly re- asked for a hair cut, instead of
George"
shave, you would have amputated my er a hypothesis."
"A what?"
The man had Wien back into his
"This court will see that you have all lag and trepanned my skull."
s
A
is
"A
hypothesis.
hypothesis
former position. "No," he said wearily.
your rights. Anybody seen Jim Peters
"Egyptian barber; do everyt'ing."
be worth while. We shall
s
an
assumption,
postu
supposition,
'Wouldn't
graduate
-around here?"
was the calm reply. "I
minutes. Whet do you
five
taken
in
an
late,
basis,
or
a
idea
working
there
be
"He's out doors," answered some one. school in Cairo."
on about things for?"
keep
for
of
for
the
laying
to
purpose
granted,
want
• -Then cell him in.'
The concluding operations were as
"What?" said the woman angrily. "1
'Jim turned out to be a long and orange flower scented face
wash a foundation, establishing a propos'
Get do like that. U. keep on indeed! I'd
lathy farmer's hired man, and not at all anointings of various sorts, combine Hon, or demonstrating a fact
like to know which of us it was that
bright looking, and as he entered the of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo Of the the idea?"
on the subject Perhaps you'll
started
"0, yes; anybody can understand
room his honor queried:
hair, with perfuming, anointing and
tall me that."
"Jim, which end of the cow gets up combing, and a squirt of some fragrarr that. kl there more of It?"
The man remained with his eyes
"There is. Some day, my dear girl,
ffrst 7"
liquid into mouth and nostrils. Al
silent, his face impassive.
closed,
many
to
you
somebody."
expect
"The hinder end, sir."
this brought the total time for a quid
you won't tall me because you
"No;
that
the
"Is
"And a horse?"
hypo—hypo--"
shave up to one hour and eight min
You know perfectly well it
daren't
of
the
one
that
"The fronter end."
eternal
la
"No;
sites.
began on it and against
who
you
was
to
"All right. This drummer has given
girl
expects
Every
pretty
verities.
"What le the damage?" said the cue
marry somebody. Here is the h i'Potb my wishes. I know I told you that I
-Joe Harris a black eye and wants a tomer as he was reclothing himself.
to talk about it Notwithstand• lawyer to prove that Joe ran ag'in the
He felt himself in fact much fresh- eels: Suppose some man, slightty hated
I began to answer your PADUCAH REAL ESTANT:T... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM L ALAN
which
ing
door casing and blacked it himself.
ened and exhilarated after so many past the blcoming period of youth,
MONTHLY PAYMENf LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VISTERN
a dill way and get nothIn
questions
.Appint you as his counsel."
full
in
possession
preserved,
but
well
and varied attentions.
fact
The
trouble.
my
for
abuse
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"But Ute no -lawyer."
but
ing
all
Intel
his
and
of health, strength,
gratetut to_
'-veyeei-eenamezi--aesse,--_euee "Twenty-five cents," replied the
MIR TO EVERYBODY. MIND FOR it.
artist, naming a higher pries
u've just proved, and that's Letter yet. , swarthy
-yofor anything. You're not grateful to
"A hypothesis is a man, Is it?"
compatriots.
to
charged
he
than
er.Dei
ea'. WILIIITTF.MOIR C.. Peallsaudoh. air
Go right m'' ''d."
your brother for this money he's lent
exclaimed • "Ile's a necessary part of. this one
meet the very
to
were
you
if
No;
Jim went ahead, and in ten minutes' "Bay, that's dirt cheap,"
us.
AD
de
as
am
I
man
gratu- Suppose some suck
be had the other side so tangled up that • the American, adding a ten-cent
doctors that cured you you wouldn't
ano
at
ill
all
not
looking,
scribing,
advertise
thank you."
Ala honor laid his spectacles aside and ity. But you ought not to
possessed of a reasonable share Of this say as much as a
It as a quick shave: old man."
said:
the man smiled.
time
first
the
For
wildly.
"The quick Egytian shave," said the world's goods, should fall
"No use to go any further. There may
right," he said, "I dare say I was
"All
you,
with
in
love
desperately
mailly,
I
"Above been a row, and probably there barbor.—Washington Post.
a bit unreasonable. It's true, too, if
Miss Mildred—"
thank
shouldn't
as a row, but Jim is getting ready to
I
doctors
met those
"Well?"
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler—e--------prove that the landlord was out in the
Servant's Long Service.
and bean them."
hand
his
"And
offer
you
learn and the drummer across the street
The following announcement ay- —do you think you could iearu tc
The train, slowed into the station.
and there's no use taking up the time pears in the Geneva papers: "M. and
The lalla rose and lifted their shabby
love him?"
-Id this court. I'll divide the costs and lime. Edouard Monou regretfully andown from the rack, "No," he
luggage
They walked along a block or two
the parties'had better shake hands, nounce the death of their faithful servadded, speaking as if to himself, "I
In silence.
Office Phone 369,
'while as for Jim Peters, he's a rising ant, Mlle. Gabrielle Thomasset, who
Residence Phone 726
think I should kill them."
Then Mr. Matewer spoke again
'Mar that will continue to rise until it has been in the service of our family
asked
woman
the
that?"
"What's
-as
It
if
little
teere
"Feels
a
going
'won't be considered no crime around for the last 76 years in succession."
sharply.
there to jump another man's claim and The aged servant was 89 years old to snow, doesn't it, Miss McGine
"Never mind. I? re. catch held of
said.
he
liteal his wife along with it."
at the time of her death.
that basket."—The Taker.
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In Dead Earnest.
A traveling man received the followgag telegram from his wife:
Twins arrived to night. More by
peal."
He Went at once to the nearest office
Sod seat the following reply:
•1 leave for home to-night. If more
lingale by mall send to dead lettm

Church Saved from Bands.
The ancient chit -ch of St. Plran
(Cornwall), which was recently discovered in the sands at Perran, is
The church
about to be restorid.
Stands near an ancient town of Cornwall, long since lost In the sands and
Is considered to be by tar the oldest
in the country.

Strong* Argument
Fatherly Advice.
Worcester, England, has refused to
Daughter—This'lane is. really my
give the. government a site for a carvery owe, isn't It, paps/
alry barracks, though one of the city
Pa—Yes, nil dear.
councilmen used a strong argument.
"And when I marl y, I can take it With
He urged that the presence of 1.500 me, can It"
solders in town would end the pr,.
"Certainly, my c*-'1d. but don't tell
veiling scarcity there of female il,.- anyone. It might roil your assess."
mettle servants.
--N. Y. Weekly.
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GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone,484-A
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COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS
Decoction That Was Too Much for
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.
"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a travellag man, "waiting for the proprietor
' I arrive, in the hope of placing a
email order. While I was waiting,
two cowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
stoFtches away toward the head of
Wiliew Creek, came into the saloon
and, marching up to the bar, demanded a cocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
Air a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so be grabbed the biggest
slash he could find behind the bar and
immediately got busy. If there wan
anything there 'be missed putting Into
that glass, from the salt and pepper
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
snipping, from the ends of the cigar.
which he found in the cigar cutter, ;
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big bee:
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted the beverage
and it did not taste good. leach had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they suggested that the bartender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yet
would-be poisoner,' shouted the punch
ere, and solemnly they put their guns
back where they belonged, treated th.
house to the cigars and faded swat
into the distance, their horses hittina
only the high spots as they disap
peered up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu by
tender had good occasion to make hit
will For three or four hours he was
the sickest man I ever saw, and it
took the services of a doctor, whe
worked over him for an hour or two
to bring him back to life again."

CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case of a Cook Who Couldn't Alford
to Reeds on Just a Plain
Street

.4

•

The Lindsay family was moving' out
of the old house on an avenue into a
new house on a fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay cook
gave notice of leaving. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was a
model one, and had lived with them
for years, relates the Chicago RecordHerald.
"It will be so much more convenient
In the new house, Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't see
how we can part with you now. At
least tell me why you are going?"
34r• Lindsay pleaded.
"Well, mem. I have my own retinastkei to look after." answered Nora,
"and if I want *gin the rules of the
Intelligence eassiety I belongs to they
'couldn't give me a reccond in the best
houses, an then I'd be down and out—
'No, I don't see," retorted her in!.
tress, "tell me exactly why you are
giving up a place that has always
'suited you for an uncertainty."
"Sure, mem, It, because of the moving. You are going to live on a street.'
"Yes; one of the finest in the city
"An' I've always lived on a avenue.
mem. If it vu a terrace, or a bout*
yard, I might be willlo' to change, but
when me friends found that I was liv
ing on just a street they'd all cut me-,
they would, indeed, mem. I draw the
floe at a street."

BOOKS WRITTEN IN PRISON
Some of the Most Amon, 'Writers
143 Their Best Work Behind Bars.
A publisher was talking about Oeca:
Wilde's strange book, "De Profundis,"
with Its pathetic decoration of a hire
beating its wings against the barc of s
cell.
"Wilde's is not the Ant good book te
have been written in jail." he Said
"Jail, Its fact, seems to be a good plac.
to write books In. Literary mos sur
pass themselves there.
"John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Prog
pees' in jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' 1:
prison.
"Defoe laid the plans for 'Robinsoi
Crusoe' during • term of confinement
Imposed on_him for the_ writing-at
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini:1n jail.
"Sir Water Raleigh, during his 14
years' imprisonment in the tower 01
London. wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
"Silvio Pellioo and 'rasa° both ale
their best work in

•

Sheep to Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of migrat
cry sheep in Spain, whit* each yea*
travel some 200 milts from the plaint
So the mountains. Their march, rut
leg places and behavior are governs(
by special regulations ,datiag from tht
fourteenth centery. At certain time
no one may travel the same route a:
the sheep, which have the right tt
graze on all open and common laod
the way. For this purpole a road 9(
yards wide must be left on all enclosei
and private property. The shepherds
lead their flocks,whIch are accompan let
.by provision mules, and by large dogs
to guard against a night attack b3
'solves
Theeter Banks.
New York Is to have a bank, seas
the chief theaters, which will he opes
all night, so that ladies attending en
tertaIrreente Ctl be able to depceI
teer jewel, for serN..e vies ere Ns
,turning home.

HE WAS UNIQUE.

IN THE SCHOOL CITY.
!

WAS ATTACHED TO DOG.

Workings of a New Experiment,in Singular Surgical Operation That Itethe Self Government of
,i
STEMPEL'S WAY OF TELLING
stored the Use of a
the
Young.
Nan's Leg.
THE TRUTH.
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
the very first, was absolutely unique,
noisy took all the credit for the discovtry, as he does for almost everything,
but he does not boast about it so much
now.
Of course all the men in the office saw
that Stempel was entirely out of the
ordinary when he owned up to a mistake in an entry that cost the firm over
$100 to settle. Stempel was calling from
Tom Paston's order book to Dixie, the
bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three cents when it should
have been eight. Paston makes Me
38 and lis a good deal alike anyway, but
he's too valuable a man to fire and it
seemed as if somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought it wash!. mistake
and vu in a great flurry about it, but
Stempel, when he looked over the book,
said at once that he had called it wrong
and went and told the whole works so.
Well, the old gentleman must have been
in a good humor,for he only told SternDel to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
He had the peculiarity of being absolutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel,
though. He waant extravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort of fel.
lows. Went about his business quietly
and soberly, never laughed or joked
much.
One time Dixie was telling a story
about an uncle of his who was a great
swimmer. He said he swam 15 miles
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed a
log raft that had drifted away from its
moorings by a rope held in his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
course. He asked Stempel what he
thought of it. I guest' he was trying to
make trouble. Stelopei shook his head
and went on addressing envelopes.
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and soberly, "I don't believe it. No, sir, I
don't believe it. I know what the Milo
sissippi current is and I know what a
log raft is td tow. I doubt if a strong
swimmer could make 15 miles in two
hours and 15 minutes without towing
anything. I don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misinformed, but I can't bring myself to believe that hie uncle ever did such a
thing."
Closures that tickled Tansy. As I said.
Tansy warn always showing Stempel off.
He made a great pretests, of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
see through him at first and talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
us what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other—what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and, althouglewe knew that Tansy had corkscrewed his opinions out of him, we got
a little sore all the same, because what
Stempel said about us, being the truth,
hit us hard occasionally.
One day Tansy told me that he had
asked Stempel what be thought of me
and Stempel replied that be didn't care
tAi say.
"I asked him if that didn't mean that
be had not• very favorable opinion of
you." said Tansy, "and he said at last
that It did. He went on to say-o"
I told him that if he told me what
Stempel went on to say I'd punch its
bead and that stopped him. I was hot,
though, and after I'd thought it over I
went to Stempel and told him that I had
heard he hadn't a high opinion of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that?" be asked.
-He did, and before 5,11 the crowd," I
replied. "Now ire up to you to explain."
"Did he tell you what else I said—
what I based my opinion on?" he asked,
gently.
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
stand for it."
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel, and
he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say It was true
think It did me good. Anyway, I took
it and Stempel and I are good friends
LIOW.

But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
and Dixie about it and the next morning when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel and aakhd
him what he thought of Tansy.
-Taase--grineeth —He thought- be
going to get a few boquets.
"I'd prefer not to say," said Stempel.
We all shouted. Wilson apid: "You
know what Stempel means when hemp;
that, Tansy."
It didn't fume Herbert, though. He
vu cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'em what you think of me, old
man." he said to Stempel, "I'd like to
know myself."
"
' Filar*'fbilk you would," said Statist:tel.
"I'm not Lashful, old fellow; se
ahead," bald Tufty.
"U you insist on it I'll tell you, said
Stempel, who was rather pale. "ho
sorry to say that I consider yoU dishonorable, Inasmuch as you tusve betrayed
sly Confidence In you, aid insineerti, Inasmuch as you have professed friendship for me to my foes and make fun of
me to others. I don't consider you decent. If it's the plain truth you want,
there you have it"
Short and sweet, wasn't it? It ought
to have dose Tansy !toed if It didn't,"...
Chicago Record -Herald.
Tempered with Macy.
Mobrary Saks (leader at thrlantee)
v-Oteaser Pets, yet 'n ornery, messhiso
hoes thief 'nd don't d'earve no MOM
whatsumever; but lb' boys 've decided
t give ysa &lee emir 1Uid, and a
violent Math. Now, w'lek
I.gesiett
me&esk.

JAMES AND AGATHA..
BY BARRY PA/N,

E. H.PUP EAR,1
Attorney ,t-Law

Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building..
James, as you may already have
guessed, was a very conscientiotie 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
The writer was present a few weeks
Grafting the bone from a dog's lei young man. Ass boy he had been
New 'Phone 490.
ago when the first school city was onto the leg of a man, to replace some
known at cricket to diepute the deci- SPECIALTIES:
organized in Boston by Wilson L. Gill, live inches of bone that had been re
sion of an umpire in his favor. Even
Abstracting of Titles,
the inventor and founder of the sys- moved, and so saving to the man his
the ordinary social lies were repellent
Insurance, Corporation and
tem, writes Frank Pearlman, in Cen• leg, was the remarkable surgical feat
to him. He never traveled in a class
Real Estate Law.
tury. There were 700 pupils,' all girls performed by a local surgeon. It was
superior to that for which he hat.
of the grammar grams. They were the first recorded case of grafting upoa
taken his ticket. He never did anydelighted with the plan, voted unani- the human bone the bone of one of the thing which
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
was not a Ltremcly care.
mously and enthusiastically to adopt lower animals, says the San Francisco ful and
With
conspicuously honest,
the Golden Rule as the fundamental Chronicle.
such a character, there was only on•
—LAWYER—
law of their school city, supplemented
The patient, a Swede, 45 years old, thing that the
young Lan could ulti
it with various provisions against dis- had fallen about 12 feet to the paveruately become.
order, destruction or injury of prop- ment, causing a compound fracture of
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the
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Volcano Creates Earthquake.
shoveling and packing them down
love and duty. Duty was scratched,
close
the
example
remarkable
of
A
When the runners sing intermittent
and love walked over. By the evening
ly in high, thin voices, the trerre-t-r connection of volcanoes and earth- he had written a column hailing Agatha
observed by the early Spanwith a belt tight around his °vermeil quakes was
settlers in San Salvador. When the Brown as the greatest genius that the
and flopping his arms to keep warm, ish
water in the crater lake of Ilopango rose country had yet seen. But his heart
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faces his greatest hardships.
But
above
a certain level earthquake shocks was broken. For once he had not been
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
conscientious.
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not
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always followed. So they cut a channel
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
of spring come, teaming means a bat
allow the escape of the water and to that stain upon his 'soul. So be deterto
tle and a venture with a sudden
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prevent its rising in the crater. And for mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
termination
hanging just
above
100 years there was no earthquake is bridge, take one long, last farewell,
Thousands of tons of snow up the
that district. Then the precaution was and then send off the review and commountain sides hang on a trigger
neglected, the water rose in the crater mit suicide. Agatha was a little late
that can be sprung by the sigh of
and present:y • violent earthquake for her appointment, and looked very
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone
shook the country. At the same time pleased with herself.
and in summer many a barren slope
"Well?" she said.
the lake was blown out by a volcanic
and pile of rock anti timber at the eruption.
"Why did you not confide in me?"
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the winhe asked, gently. "Why did you not
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REJ'AIRING A SPECIALTY
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Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
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Ride a Bicycle:

The Edisonia 10c.
Electric Theatre

Loeb & Malone, Props.

WILLIAMS

BICYCLE COMPANY,
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So you will know where to get ilke BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
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